Helping your child with
Maths at home
YEAR 2

Addition

Recording Maths in Year 2

Counting back in multiples of 10 from
Children need to be able to take away
any 2-digit number e.g. What is 20 less and find the difference – later on they
Year 2
than 34?
should learn which strategies are most
Counting
efficient for the numbers given.
and mental Quick recall of subtraction facts within
skills
20
e.g. 17-3, 9-2, 18-9

Derive and use related facts up to 100
e.g. 9-2=7, so 90-20=70
Subtracting numbers:

A two-digit number and a single
digit number,
e.g. 37-5


A two-digit number and tens,
e.g. 43-20

See Above

Subtraction

Multiplication

Division

Practising Number Facts

Its important children learn number bonds to 10 e.g. 4 + 6 = 10; 3 + 7 = 10
and number bonds to 20 e.g. 14+6 = 20; 12 + 8 = 20 by heart.
• Play ‘ping pong’ to practice components with your child. You say a number
and they reply with how much more is needed to make 10, 20, 100 or 1000.
• Encourage your child to answer quickly without counting or using fingers.
E.g. make 100 you shout 40 they shout 60.
• Throw two dice. Ask your child to find the total of the numbers (+), the
difference between them (-) or the product (x).

Counting and Place Value
Counting forms an important part of the calculation
children have to do every day. With good counting
skills, children can add, subtract, multiply and divide.
• Going Up and Down Your Stairs - Pick a number for the bottom step.
Then count in tens or hundreds going up. Counting in hundreds can be
done in grams and millimetres as well. Pick a bigger number for the top
step and count backwards as you go down the stairs. (For some, this can
be done using decimals or even move into negative numbers).
• Counting in regular steps going up or down stairs can help with times
tables. What number will we be on when we reach the 6th step? What
number is at the top/bottom step? How many steps to reach 28 if we
count in 4s? If we count in 200g steps, when will we reach 1kg?
• Car journeys - Choose the colour of a car. Each time you see a car of your
colour, look at the number plate. The person who has seen the
largest/smallest number on a number plate is the winner. What is the
number on the plate? What is this to the nearest 10 or 100 or 1000? How
many more would you need to reach the next multiple of 10, 100 or 1000?

Play number games
Play games like snakes and ladders, bingo, top trumps,
snap, jigsaw puzzles, anything that might involve logic
and counting. Sneak some counting games into their
Christmas stocking!

Other Good Games to Play
• Uno – good game for recognising and matching
numbers
• Dominoes – supports counting and associating
patterns with numbers
• Snakes and Ladders – counting numbers up to 100
• Scrabble – adding, multiplying (doubling, trebling)
and good for vocabulary development and spelling.
• Monopoly – good for handling money, paying using
notes, giving change.
• Yahtzee – a good game for adding, multiplying and
probability.

Multiplication tables
Helping your child to learn multiplication facts and
regularly going over them will benefit them enormously.
They should learn to recite them in order as well as
give ‘quickfire’ answers when they are jumbled up (e.g.
“What are eight two’s?”, “How many two’s make 12?”).
This can be done on car journeys or whenever there is
a spare 5 minutes.
By the end of Year 2, it is hoped that your child will
know their 2, 5 and 10 times tables.

Time
Practise telling the time with your child. Use both digital and analogue
clocks. Ask your child to be a ‘timekeeper’ – e.g. tell me when it is half past
four because we are going swimming.
• Use a stop clock to time how long it takes to do everyday tasks –e.g. how
long does it take to get dressed. Encourage your child to estimate first.
• Use a TV guide. Ask your child to work out the length of their favourite
programmes. Can they calculate how long they spend watching TV each
day/week?
• Use a bus or train timetable. Ask your child to work out how long a journey
between two places should take. Go on the journey. Do you arrive
earlier/later than expected? By how much?

Measures

• Practise measuring the lengths and heights of objects in metric
measurements.
• Help your child use different rulers or tape measures correctly.
Encourage them to estimate before measuring. Compare measurements
in metric and imperial.
• Let your child help with the cooking. Help them to measure ingredients
accurately. Talk about what each division on a scale represents.
• Choose some food items out of the cupboard. Try to put the objects in
order of weight by feel alone. Then check by looking at the weights on
the packets

Using Recipes - Recipes often suggest how many people
you can feed or how many items you can make. If the
recipe is for 8 people, can you make it for 4? If the
recipe is for 8 biscuits, have we got enough ingredients
to make 16? Will there be any biscuits/cakes left for
you to give to your teacher?

Shape
•

You could take your child on a ‘shape walk’ around the supermarket to see what shapes
they can spot. The shapes they may recognise in Year 2 as well as the old familiar
ones are:

•

2D: pentagon (5 sides) hexagon (6 sides) octagon (8 sides)

•

3D: sphere, cube, cuboid, pyramid, cylinder, cone

•

Shopping gives children the opportunity to spot and name shapes, especially 3-D shapes
(e.g. cubes, cylinders, cuboids, spheres, prisms, cones, pyramids etc.).

•

Choose a shape of the week e.g. a square. Look for this shape in the environment. How
many of these shapes can your child spot during the week, at home and when you are
out? Ask your child to describe the shape to you.

•

At home, or when you are out, look at the surface of shapes. Ask your child – what
shape is this plate, this mirror, the bath mat, the tea towel, the window, the door, the
red traffic light, and so on.

•

Play ‘guess my shape’. You think of shape. Your child asks questions to try to identify
it but you can only answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

•

Hunt for right angles around your home. Can your child spot angles that are bigger or
smaller than a right angle? Look for symmetrical objects. Help your child to paint or
draw symmetrical pictures/patterns.

Money
Receiving (and spending!) pocket money can make
children very keen learners in this area! Use any
shopping trips to encourage your child to be able to:

-

Recognise all the coins

-

Total and write amounts that are over £1

-

Work out change that should be given.

Ideas to help your child with Maths at home

How can I help at home?

